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Abstract

gramming languages. It is conceivable that the development of testing techniques should consider the
features of OOPLs. Inheritance is one of the most
important features which will affect software reuse,
and it supports the class h ie ra rc h y design and c a p
tures the IS-A relationship between a class and its subclass. This property has been widely applied in objectoriented software, object-oriented database, and graph
system design. However, misuse of it would be prone
to increase software errors and complexity [25 . Multiple inheritance and repeated inheritance a l m s a
class to inherit more than one parent class. Although
potential for code sharing is increased, the possibility of conflictions between parent classes not only increase the complexity of such systems but also leads
to implicit software errors. This type of implicit errors called name-confliction [19]is difficult to be detected by procedure-oriented testing methodologies,
but could be reflected by the graph-theoretical testing methodology presented in this paper. We proose two graph theorems which show that repeated
multiple) inheritance must consist of a set of of unit
repeated in h e rit a n c e (URIs) which not only help to
test implicit errors, but also reflects the inheritance
mechanism complexity. In Section 2, conventional
procedure-oriented software testing and the relation
between the object-oriented testing and OOPL’s features are introduced. In section 3, the graph representation is applied to help to describe the inheritance
mechanism. Two graph theorems and several properties are presented and proved; the testing technique
based on these theorems is proposed. In Section 4, an
algorithm to support this technique is presented, and
illustrates how this testing technique could be applied
to detect the object-oriented software errors. The final
section discusses the future research.

I n h e r i t a n c e i s an i m p o r t a n t a t t r i b u t e in objector i e nt e d p r o g r a m m i n g (OOP). T h i s n o t i o n supports
the class hi e r u r c h y design and captures the i s - a relationship between a class and i t s subclass. I t contributes
t o good properties of modularity, reusability and in c re m e n t a l design [ I l l 1191. H o w e v e r , misuse of m u lt ip le
(repeated) i n h e r i t a n c e w i l l l e a d t o i m p r o p e r class hierarchy w h i c h suffers from name-confliction and imp l i c i t errors. T h i s type of e r r o r s i s v e r y difficult t o be
detected by c o n v e n t i o n a l testing methodologies. T h is
paper describes a graph-theoretical testing methodology for detecting this type of errors. An a l g o r it h m t o
s uppor t t hi s testing methodology i s also presented.
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Introduction

Object-oriented design strategy is a new promising
approach for developing software to reduce software
cost and enhance software reusability. One of advantages of object-oriented programming over conventional procedure-oriented programming is supporting
the notion of a class h i e r a r c h y and i n h e r i t a n c e of p r o p
erties (instance variables and methods) along the class
hierarchy. A class hierarchy captures the i s - a relationship between a class and its subclass, and a class inherits all properties defined for its superclasses. The
notion of property inheritance and class hierarchy contributes t o good ro erties of reusability and incremental design [2] fllf[19].
It has been the major tendency of software development in 1990’s but it is still
lack of testing methodologies based on the OOPLs to
help to test software errors.
In the software life cylce, software testing is an
important techniques to reduce the software errors
and enhance correctness. Most conventional testing methodologies are derived from program factors
such as control flow and data dependency. However,
the program factors of OOPLs are not merely limited on these factors. Generally speaking, an objectoriented programming language must exhibit four program factors (features): inheritance, data abstraction,
d y n a m i c bindrng, and i n f o r m a t i o n h i d i n g 1231. Most of
these features do not exist in conventional procedureoriented programming language. Especially inheritance does not exist in any procedure-oriented pro-
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Conventional testing
Object-oriented testing

v.s

Conventional software testing methods are divided
into two categories: static testing and dynamic testing (see figure I). In static testing the program is analyzed without executing it, while in dynamic testing
the program is executed. Most testing methodologies
fall into the category of dynamic testing, due to the
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fact that more information can be derived during programs execution. Functional testing and structural
testing are two major approaches in dynamic testing.
They are also called black-boz testing and white-boz
testing. In functional testing, tests are constructed
based upon the program’s functional properties, ignoring its internal structure. In structural testing, the
internal control flow strucuture or data dependencies
are used to develop the testing methodology to conduct the testing. McCabe’s structured testing [17],
Chung’s path complexity technique [B] and Chung’s
testing path methodology (91are examples of the control structure testing, and Ntafos’s required k-tuples
criteria [21] and R a ps’s testing criteria (all-defs, allp-uses, all-uses, e t c 5 [24] , are examples of the data
dependencies testing.

Structural Testing

1 (White-Box Testing)

the liveness of each definition from the data environment of every statement must be tested at
least once.
each elementary data context of every statement
must be tested at least once.

R a p p s a n d W e y u k e r ’s Testing Methodologies
Rapps and Weyuker proposed a family of testing
criteria 1241 based on the relationships between the
definition of variables and how they are used in a
program. Each occurence of a variable in a program
is classified into three types: definition, computation
use, or predicate use, denoted by def, c-use, and p-use,
respectively. A defis the same as a variable definition;
a c-use is defined as a variable defintion which is referenced to define a variable and a p-use is a variable
which is referenced in a predicate in a program. These
testing criteria form a hierarchy, including all-nodes
criterion, all edges criterion, all-r-uses criterion, alluses criterion and all-paths criterion.

I

0bjec t- oriented Testing Methodology
Until now, there is no testing methodology developed based on the OOPLs. In the following, we develop a testing methodology based on the properties
of OOPLs. Object-oriented programming languages
(OOPLs) consists of four features: information hiding, data abstraction, dynamic binding and inheritance. Information hiding is important for ensuring reliability and modifiability of software system by reducing interdependencies between software components.
The state of a software module is contained in a private variab!e, visible only from within the scope of
the module. Only a localized set of procedures directly manipulates the data. In addition, since the
internal state variables of a module are not directly
accessed from without, a carefully designed module
interface may permit the internal data structures and
procedures to be changed without affecting the implementation of other software modules. Data abstraction could be considered a way of using information
hiding. A programmer defines an abstract data type
consisting of an internal representation plus a set of
procedures used to access and manipulate the data.
Dynamic binding allows a programmer to pursue a
course of action by sending a message to an object
without concern about how the software system is to
implement the action. This capability becomes significant when the same general type of action can be
accomplished in different types of objects. It increases
flexibility by permitting the additon of new classes of
objects (data types) without having to modify existing
code. Inheritance is the center of object-oriented programming and will be discussed in the next section.
The relationship between the object-oriented testing
and OOPL’s features is shown in figure 2.

Fig.1 Procedure-oriented testing classification

A. Control Flaw Based Testing
McCabe’s Structured Testing
McCabe [ 17)proposed a structured testing methodology based on the control flow graph and the idea of
cyclomatic complexity [ 161. To accomplish a structured testing of a program P, the following criteria
need to be met.

1. Every branch of each decision in P must be exercised at least once.
2. The least number of distinct paths needs be exercised is v. Where the value of v is the cyclomatic
complexity p.

Chung’s PCT C o m p l e x i t y a n d Testing
Chung’s PCT is based on path complezity which is
utilized to establish a testing order for path selection
[3]. The idea is a path with higher path complexity is
more error prone. Two testing criteria are proposed
by Chung. They are: intra level first criterion and
inter level first criterion [4] [5].

B. Data Flow Based Testing
Laski and K o r e l T e s t i n g
The data flow based testing strategy proposed by
Laski and Korel [15] is based on two essential notations: data environment and data contezt. There are
two testing strategies:
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Definition 2 If a class is permitted to inherit from
more than one parent class, it is called a multiple
inheritance.

L e m m a 1 : Suppose inheritance graph
Gmul= (V, E) contains multiple inheritance, where
Vis a set of classes and E is a set of inheritances
edges. Then, there is at least one vertex v E V
whose in-degree is 2 2.
Figure 2. Object-oriented Testing and OOPLs
features

Proof: For a multiple inheritance graph
f
)
( there exist a set of inheritance
G,,,,,! =
relations ips z1-+ y, 22
y, . ' ., z, + y } E
Cmul, where { z1,z2,...,zn,y
} E V. By multiple
inheritance definition, we know that class y inherits
from more than one parent class. It implies that n is
greater than 2. Therefore, in-edges of y 2 2 is hold.
-+

3

Inheritance and Graph Theorems

Inheritance is the major mechanism of OOPLs for software reuse which is different from the module reuse,
such as subroutine calls or package in Ada 1191. It allows the same code inherited from parent class without any function (subroutine) calls. It also supprots
the class hierarchy design which captures the is-a relationship between a class and its subclass. The class
hierarchy is usually represented by a directed graph,
called inheritance graph.
An inheritance graph could be divided into three
basic structures: 1. single inheritance, 6. multiple inheritance, and 3. repeated inheritance; they are represented by a connected directed graph G=(V,E), where
V is a set of classes, and E is a set of inheritance edges
which are ordered relations such that E = { z -+ y I y
inherits from x, where x and y E V }. Also, there
are three types of inheritance edges tree edges, forward edges, and backeges: tree edges connect parents
to children in the graph, and forward edges connect
ancestors to decendants. However, back edges which
connect decendants to ancestors should be avoided.
The reason is that using back edge is prone to enter a
cyclic inheritance [13]. Now, we discuss the three basic structures of inheritance graph and present three
theorems to help develop the OOP software testing.

For example, If a class A inherits from two parent
classes, class B and class C (see Fig. 4), then the
in-edges of class A are 2. However, this case would
lead to function name conflictions between the inherited classes. If, for example, both B and C contain a
function print, it is an ambiguity for class A, because
A cannot distinguish it 1201. This function clash is
called name-confliction. The same problem also exists in repeated inheritance and we will discuss it in
the following.

Figure 4. An example of multiple inheritance.
Definition 3 Given a multiple inheritance
Gmul = (V, E), if there exists a common ancestor
class such that the parent classes of Vinherit from
it, the repeated inheritance is defined as GmulU the
common ancestor U the inhertiances edges between
the parent classes and the common ancestor.

Defintion 1: A single inheritance is that each class
inherits uniquely from one parent class.

For example, given a multi le inheritance Gmul =

For a single inheritance, it is a tree structure and
no one class inherits from more than one parent class.
For example, if there is a single inheritane, {A -+ B,
A + C , B + D, B + E}, then clasa B and classC
inherit uniquely from root class A, and class D and
class E from class B (see Fig. 3).

( V , E ) , where V = { D,B,GP and E = { B ---* D
, C D }, if there exists a common ancestor class
A from which class B and C inherit (i.e., A -+ B ,
-+

A

by

-+

C), then the repeated inheritance is constructed
{A} U { A B , A -+ C} (see Fig. 5).

Gmul U

-+

Figure 5. An example of Repeated Inheritance

Figure 3. An example of single inheritance
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Lemma 2

: Given a repeated inheritance graph
Grep = (S,F), there must exist a multiple
inheritance gra h G,,l =
E) which is a subgraph
of Grep = (S,
FP such that
S and E F is hold.

Proof: Let Gmul = (V, E) be a multiple inheritance,
where E = {ZI -t y, z2 -t y, . . ., 2, -+ y} and
V = {y, ? 1 , 2 2 ! . .., 5,). By the definition ob
repeated inheritance [ 191, there must exist a common
ancestor class connected to the parent classes of V. If
z is the common ancestor class, then there must exist
a set of inheritance relationships (edges), { z 4 21,
z + 2 2 , . . ., z -+ 2, } such that z is connected to
parent classes { 21, 22, . . ., zn } E V. It leads to a
repeated inheritance graph Grep= (S,F) such that
Gmu[ is a subgraph of Grep, where S = VU {z} and
F = E U { z -t 21, z --+ 5 2 , '", z -t 5, }.

repeated inheritances in an inheritance graph, techniques to guide the testing units become important.
The idea is that repeated inheritances of an inheritance graph is composed of a set of unit repeated inheritances (URIs), and name-confliction errors could
be found and solved easily from them. To formally describe the testing methodology, a theorem is presented
as below:

Theorem 2: Let G = (V,E) is an inheritance graph.
If it contains repeated inheritances, then the graph G
could be decomposed into a set of unit repeated
inherit anes (URIs).
Proof: The proof proceeds reversed induction on the
euler region number. Let G, = (V,E) be an
inheritance graph whose euler region number is r.
Suppose we remove a common edge, an edge between
any two closed regions, from G,, then its euler region
number will be decreased by one, and two unit
repeated inheritances (unit closed regions) will bel
lost. Let G,-,(V, E') be the remainder graph after
removing a common edge, where its euler region
number is r-1, E ' = E - an common edge between two
closed edges and the decreased regions must contain
the removed common edge.

Theorem 1: Let G = (V,E) be a repeated
inheritance graph, then the vertex numbers of V 2 3
is hold and G contains closed regions.
Proof: By Lemma 1, there must exist at least a
vertex U whose in-degree is 2 2, that is, U inherits
from more than two parent classes. Therefore, the
vertex numbers are 2 3. By Lemma 2, we know that
there is a common ancestor class connected to the
parent classes of U. This will lead to a closed region.
For example, let the in-degree of U be 2 and vertex c
and vertex p are its parent classes. We can choose
either one of the two parent classes to be the
common ancestor vertex. If class c is chosen, c 4 p,
c -+ U and p -t U are hold. It will lead to a closed
region shown as belows:

Induction hypothesis:
G,(V,

E) = G,-1 (V, E') Union 2 decreased URIs

. (1)
1. The base case is trivial. We observe that for a
graph with r = 2 shown as below, (1) is satisfied.

,...O.."...

Lemma 3: If G = (V, E) is an inheritance graph
containing repeated inheritance, then the euler 's
region number of G 2 2 is hold (i.e, G contains at
least one closed region).
Proof: By theorem 1, we have shown that a repeated
inheritance graph must contain closed regions. By
euler's formula [l],if there exists closed regions in a
plannar graph, the euler's region number 2 2 is hold.

2. Assume that the induction hypothesis is true for
abitrary r, and now consi$w r-1. Let us consider
figure 6, where G,-z(V, E ) is the remainder graph
after removing a common edge from Gr-l (V, E').
After removing the common edge E,
the region
number is reduced by one and the remainder edges
E" = E' E.There are 2 decreased URIs, region
R1 and region R2. Therefore, Gr-l (V,E')
=Gr-2(V, E'') Union R1 and R2 Gr-1(V, E')
statisfies the induction hypothesis and the proof is
completed.

When the class numbers of an inheritance graph
grows linearly, the number of repeated inheritances
would increase in an exponential rate. It is difficult
to find the repeated inheritances, much less test those
implicit software errors. Furthermore, the problem
of finding out all the repeated inheritances is a NPcomplete problem which will be discussed in the the
next section. Since it is impratical to exercise all

-
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In figure 8, the root classes are class 1 and 10; the
terminal classes are class 5, 8, and 9. To get the ancestor sets for each class, bread-first traversal algorithm
is utilised to traverse all the classes individually; in the
process of traverse, parent class number is added into
the Ancestor(u) set where U is the child class of parent

Gr-l(V, E ’ )

Gr-,(V, E ” )

Fig. 6 the induction on the Gr- 1 (V, E ‘ )

4

Algorithm for Finding URIs

In this section, the algorithm for finding unit repeated
inheritances is proposed (see Fig. 7). The data structure of Inheritance relation structure is represented by
a directed graph G=(V,E), where V is the set of all
classes and E is the set of all inheritance edges. To
illustrate this algorithm, many definitions are needed.

D&i t ion:
1. root class: it is a class node with no in-edges.
2. terminal class: it is a class node with no out-edges.
3. Ancestor(v): it is a set which records all the
ancestor class numbers of v and itself,
where v is a class of V.

Algorithm: Finding Unit Repeated Inheritances
(URW
Input: A directed graph G(V,E)
Output: Unit repeated inheritances
Step 1. Build a directed graph consists of classes and
inheritance edges and initialise that
Ancestor(u) = {U}.

Laterly the ancestor sets of class 3, 4, and 5 can be
found by the same way. Similarly, root class 10 can be
traversed to find its ancestor sets after the completion
of the traverse of root class 1. For each terminal class,
union any two sets which has common parent number,
then a repeated inheritance(c1osed region) is found.
If in these sets there is no common parent number,
then there is no repeated inheritance. For example,
consider terminal class 8, there are four ancestor sets
(1,2,6,8), (1,3,8), and (1,2,7,8). When union
and (1,3,8), there exists a common parent
etween them; a union set (1,2,3,6,8) containing a URI is found. When union (10,6,8) and (1,2,6,8),
there is no common parent; we can derive that there
is no URI. After all the union operations of the sets
of the ancestor set of terminal class 8, there are three
URIs (see Fig.8). There is no URI found in the terminal class 5, because the set number of Ancestor(5) is
less than 2. There is a URI, (1,3,4,9), found in the terminal class 9, since there are two sets of Ancestor(9)
with common parent class 1.
Let us reconsider repeated inheritance graph. If the
sharing ancestor or common parent class is removed,
then multiple inheritance is get. In other words, a
repeated inheritance must contain a multiple inheritance.

Step 2. Using bread-first traverse algorithm to
traverses all root classes; in the process
of traverse, parent ancestor set is added
to its children ancestor sets.
Step 3. For all terminal classes do
if the number of the ancestor set L 2 then
be gin
Union ( s e t i , s e t , ) { 2 5 i,j <_ n
and seti # set, }
if common parent is found then
record the uniton set.
(i.e., An URI is found)
else if the number of ancestor set = 1
discard the union set (no URI exists)
end
else
no repeated inheritances exist
endif
Figure 7. Algorithm for finding URIs

Fig. 8 Illustration of URIs Algorithm
After the bread-first traverse, we find that there are
three terminal classes, 8, 9, and 5.
1. Class 5 has only one element in the ancestor(5), so
there is no repeated inheritance.
2. Class 9 has two elements,(l,3,9) and (1,4,9), in the
ancestorfg).
Union((i 3,9),(1,4,9))
=(1,3,4,9\

URIs Hierarchy Testing Methodology

h

Suppose that G=(V,E is an inheritance graph
which contains repeated in eritance and its euler’s region number i s r. By the theorems as we have seen
above, G could be successfully decomposed into a set
of URIs whose region number is 2 to help to detect
name-confliction errors and some certain software errors. However, there may be many hidden errors existed in those subgraphs of G whose region numbers
are between 3 and r. To address these hidden software
errors, we have to find all the repeated inheritances,
all set of closed regions with different euler’s region
numbers of an inheritance graph. All the repeated inheritances could be found by modifying the algorithm
mentioned above. We need only to modify the union
operation to permit it to union three, four, . . ., and
si classes from the terminal classes each time, but it
is a time consuming task. All the cyclic inheritances
could be found as below:

3. Class 8 has four elements in the ancestor(8); they
are (10,6,8), (1,3,8), (1,21618) and
( 1,217,8)

(a) Union ( (10,6,8), (1,2,6,8)) = d
Union [[10:618/: [1,2,7,8)) = d
Union 10 6 8 1,3,8)) = d

et

The three union operations get empty set,
because there are no common parents.
(b) Union ((1121618)1
(1,3,8))
=(1,2,3,6,8)

t

U Union (9’)(Ancestor(i))uU Union (2) (Ancestor(i))U--*

i=l

Union ((1121618)1
(1,2,7,8)
= (1,2,6,7,8)

i=l

t

U Union

( A n c e s t o r ( i ) ) U U Union

C(”)

t

+ c (4’) +
5 c );( + c )(; + .
= t x n ( n + 1)/2
5 n2 ( n + 1) /2

=

i=l

c(;)+C(,”)+-+c(;)
= 2n - c ( Y ) - c ( t )
=zn-n-1
O(2”)

Although it outlines all the repeated inheritances,
the time complexity is exponetial. To specify these
hidden software errors, we classify all the repeated
inheritances according to their different euler region
numbers respectively. We build a hierarchy testing
prototypes to cover these hidden software errors corresponding to repeated inheritances with different euler’s region numbers. First, we divide all the repeated
inheritances into a set of closed regions denoted as
URIs(n), where 1 5 n 5 r. The hierarchy testing prototypes represented by URI(n) are shown as following:

(;I)

‘ ’

+ c (2)+ . . . + c (:;)

<

The time complexity of this algorithm is O ( n 3 ).
Let n be the numbers of total classes, t be the numbers
of terminal classes and 1 5 t 5 n, Ancestor(;) be the
ancestor sets of the ith class, and Si be the number of
the elements in Ancestor(i), for all class i E terminal
classes and 1 5 Si 5 n. For each terminal objects,
we perform the repeated inheritance algorithm to find
all the basic repeated inheritance component ( unit
closed region). The time complexity of this algorithm
is

cc(;)c

(Ancestor(i))

The time complexity of finding all the closed regions
is as follows:

q

Fig. 8 (continued)

(t;)

i=l

i=l

+c
URIs( 1): require every class in a repeated inheritance graph needs to be exercised at least once.
URIs(2): require every unit repeated inheritance
with r = 2 needs to be exercised at least once.

o ( ~ ~ )

0
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URIs(3): require every closed region with r = 3
needs to exercised at least once.

0

URIs(r): This testing level is equivalent to test
the original inheritance graph.

By theorem 2, we could derive the fact that

U Union (2) (Ancestor(;))

U R I s - o f -G, = U R I s

After finding the hierarchy testing prototypes, we
can apply McCabe’ cyclomatic testing strategy 1171
mentioned in section 2 to help test those hidden er-

( i=
t 1

is true for all 2 5 z <_ n , the theorem holds.

rors.

URIs(1) is also called object-testing 161; requires every class needs to be tested at least once, clearly, it
is equivalent to testing all classes. It is the basic
unit testing for any inheritance graph. To proceed on
URIs(r) testing for r 2 2, URls(1) should be tested in
advance. URIs(2) requires every closed region r with
r = 2 to be tested at least once. URIs(3) requires
every closed region with r = 3 to be tested at least
once. URIs(r) faces the original inheritance graph. It
is equivalent to testing all inheritance paths of an inheritance graph. To identify the correctness of this
hierarchy testing methodology, we should prove that
URIs(2), URIs(3), ... ,and URIs(r) contains the same
unit repeated inheritances.

5

A graph-theoretical testing methodology for objectoriented software is proposed and an algorithm for
finding name-confliction errors is presented. This
testing methodology could detect object-oriented software errors efficiently and reduce the object-oriented
software development costs to enhance software quality. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm could be implemented to become an useful tool in object-oriented
design phase to detect improper inheritance structures.
f i r t h e r studies based upon this research are :
1. developing a new object-oriented software metric
based on the algorithm to measure the object-oriented
software complexity. 2. integrating object-testing to
invent a new testing tool to help to develop objectoriented software development environment.

Theorem &For an inheritance graph, the repeated
inheritances could be found from the terminal classes
by union of 2, 3, ..., and n classes, respectively. For
each union, they will contain the same unit repeated
inheritances .i.e.,
URIs

r

= URIs

1
1
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